
Definitions;
Power - This the a measure of how many watts it takes to run the light for one hour. Standard

measurement for all light wattage. Example a 60 watt incandescent will use 60 watts
of energy in one hour. LED 4 watt will use 4 watts of energy in an hour.

Colour - Refers to the colour temperature range measure in Kelvin. See the colour chart. LED's have
 a large range. More so than other lights. So when selecting you need to evaluate
what colour is best suited for your likes and application. It is a change from incandescent
light colour which is very orange around 2700K. This is the light we are most used to.
Most WW = warm white in LED's are around the 3000K producing a whiter colour.
Similar to a halogen type light. 
Florescent lights are around 3500K -4500K but very comparable to the WW LED.
Most PW = pure white in LED's are around 6000K. It is a great light for working as it
 is more intense than the WW. As a result it has a higher Lumen output. It also makes
 for a great outdoor light. (Outdoor lights do need to be in a covered water proof fixture). 
( Like most lights if exposed to direct water can bring the light to failure).
WW is the most popular indoor colour. We have had feedback that PW can
make things look pale inside. PW you either love or dislike it. Best bet is WW for inside.

Lumens - Lumens is the measure of how much light it produces. This what makes the LED light
 so special. Lumens per watt for LED are around 80Lm/w. Compared to incandescent at
 at 7Lm/w. So approximately 10x more efficient. See light comparison chart.
Also a purchasing tip, not all LED's are equal. Some/ Most have a lower Lm/w efficiency.
A higher efficiency rating means more energy savings. The second part is how much
 you pay for the bulb. The best way to compare prices is per 100Lm. Example:
1) 400Lm (bulb)  div 100Lm = 4  Price of the bulb $18 div 4 = $4.50 per 100 Lm's
2) 650Lm (bulb)  div 100Lm = 6.5  Price of the bulb $20 div 6.5 = $3.08 per 100 Lm's

See LED Facts sheet for fun comparison and savings.

Voltage - This is the voltage the bulb is designed to operate in. Most houses in North America
are designed with 120volts. Europe largely has 220volts. It is  of course important to
select the correct voltage. All our lights that we offer are standard 120v. However if
there is a special order for say a cottage that has a 12v system this voltage is available.
Also for factories that run lighting with 277v 2 phase can also be ordered.
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How to purchase LED Lights



Definitions;

Base - The base is what fixes the bulb to your fixture. The most common 

base is E26 which is a larger threaded base.       E26
 
For smaller base lights like the smaller candle lights
have a E12 base. (also some fixtures have E14, by order only)

      E14

Largely used in under counter lighting  to reduce overall
light height is the GU10 base.  

   GU10
4 pin bulbs. These are not widely used, but can be found in
offices. Coming soon
 

   4 PIN
Typical 2 pin florescent replace LED tubes. Note LED's do not
require a ballast. If the fixture has a ballast (most do) it needs to
be bypassed by an electrician. The LED Tube has one powered  
end. The other end is just to support the tube. The powered end
needs one pin to be positive (L) and other negative/ ground (N).    2 PIN
The tubes are clearly marked. Coming soon 
 

GU5.3 pin base. Mainly found in under counter type applications.
The 5.3 in the base refers to the distance between the pins in mm's.
This is an easy measurement to make sure before ordering. This
base is by order only from us.

   GU5.3
Generally  there is no LED replace bulb for small halogen. Halogen bulbs
are very small. LED's have to have a base to house the processing chips.
If you want to change a halogen light to LED it may require a fixture change.

Note above are examples of more standard type bases. There are outside
Metal Halide lights that are E39. The 39 refers to mm of diameter. There are adapters
that can convert sizes. It is always best to have an electrician verify conversions.
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How to Size Bases for LED Lights



Definitions;
Size - Diameter of the bulb is measured in width. It is the first

number in the size, it has the diameter sign D followed by
H which refers to the height. Measured from the base to
the top of the bulb.

 This is key when ordering lights to get full lumination from
the bulb. Just a word of caution. If you are measuring the 
depth of you fixture make sure the power breaker for the 
fixture is turned off. No one wants a shocking experience.
It is always safest to measure the bulb you are replacing
before disposing of it. As well notice in the picture that 
LED lights do have a larger body after the base. In some              Figure #1
glass flute fixtures they may not fit. It is wise to always
have a backup location that the light can fit if you run into this situation.

If you put a bulb in a pot light for example
that is to short it will not cover the area
intended for the pot light to luminate. Slightly
under flush to the bottom of the fixture is best.

 Also due to the way LED's are made the main
light admittance is from the end of the bulb.
We installed a bulb like the ones next to us in an
outdoor carriage light. However the lumination
end was inside the top of the lamp. So even thought it               Figure #2
fit the lumination was smoothered. We replaced with the
a 230 degree bulb which is shorter and has a larger halo.

Beam Angle -
This measurement refers to the Halo of the light.  In regular

 incandescent lights the halo is approx. 300 degrees. Flood light
are usually around 180 degrees. And spot light are generally
45 degrees.               Figure #3
Figure #1 shows a 4w 250 Lm 230 degree bulb can replace most
bulbs in your house.
Figure #2 shows a 8w and 10w 900lm 180 degree bulb. These
are great for pot light and out door lighting. (Reminder they need to be in a water proof fixture)
Figure #3 shows an 8w 450Lm 45 degree bulb. This work 
great in track lights and small wall pot light.
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How to verify Dimensions on LED Lights
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